
Plastic Air Pump

Mini hand fan

Air inflater for a Ball, Tube, 
Balloon and etc 
at carnivals and events or festivals. 

A firm grip will make an easy way 
to handle by kids. 
Our special Rubber Rings will be 
more easier than other products.  
And, It will make much more air 
when you use it.

colorfull Mug cup

A Soap Bubble Play

CartoonWitch’s character children Mug Cup.
Made by “Triton” materials that is light,strong and very durable 
children’s Cup.A pyrogenetic reation will be completely blocked by 
our raw materials that make a safe products for the children.   
Character item is avaiable through the discussion of License fee.

He most middle east country has a difference of critical temperature between
day and night. Our products will let have warm foods and drinks during this kind of climate. 

●    Hop Top
Keeping around 60℃ of drinking water’s temperature in Mug, 
you can enjoy a natural taste of coffee and tea as well as  warm food
and water on our Hot top. “No boiling, No electro-magnetic wave!”

●    Hot Top Pan : Food Warm and Heating Plate

●    Hot Top Turbo :  Cooking and warming at Home and Restaurant

Keeping constant invariable temperature during the meal.
“Low Energy Consumption,  3-steps safety System” 

Less 350W and 100V-240V, Safety System 

Children could play around with a Soap Bubble play. 
Rechargeable USB Mini Table Fan. 
Fast rechargeable, light and easy hand-carry.
It made with a lessen recharging time and high battery capacity  
of long time using. 

Only one stop plastic production plant of Toys and 
comsumer Goods from plastic injection, coloring spray, 
picture transferring, silk printing to assembling 

hot Top

www.combase.biz
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Only one stop plastic production plant of Toys and 
comsumer Goods from plastic injection, coloring spray, 

picture transferring, silk printing to assembling



Pellets are placed inside the product, which are covered with clear acrylic, and 
when the pen is moved, pellets move along with the pen. The sheet printed 
with Larva characters can be inserted to complete the drawing by moving the 
pellets, or it can be used without the sheet to create various shapes.

Larva Genius Edu Pen Miffy Magnet Gabe Blocks

Miffy Genius class Miffy Gabe Magnet Blocks

hiSTory

ViSion

Write or draw on the screen and it appears in 4 different colors.  
Move the eraser on the product to left and right to erase the screen.
Miffy Character Magnet Stamp has total 3 different designs 
(triangle, circle, square), and they can be used to create various expressions.

Product Size : 400 x 390 x 30 (mm)

Product Size : 430 x 360 x 30 (mm)

Children can create objects or buildings using magnet blocks in various shapes 
including straight, square and circular shapes, and Miffy characters have 
magnets inside so shapes can be made with characters only as well. 
Base plate has magnets inside too so it can support the blocks firmly.

Product Size : 225 x 280 x 350 (mm)

Children can create objects, buildings or cars using magnet blocks in straight, 
¼ circle or hexagon shapes, Miffy characters have magnets inside so shapes 
can be made with characters only as well.  Base plate has magnets inside too 
so it can support the blocks firmly.

we are the only company that has a toy assembly process line including injection,
spray(coating), assembling and packing.
ln addition, we plan to add a molding facility to the assembly line
and be able to deliver customized quality products to customer’s specification and design,
when provided, anywhere and anytime you want.
we will secure a molding facility as soon as possible and recruit workforce and train them.
Combase expects to make itself a strong manufacturer of global compertitiveness in toy industry 
through partnership with domestic small or medium companies with strength 
in design and marketing

No other industrial complex is as superior
as Gaeseong industrial complx in terms of labor
cost and production quality

Established Combase INC.
Registered utility model (No. 288578-toner refill cartridge)
Registered trademark “COMBASE” (Reg. No: 398572)
Registered a patent (Patent No. : 0359731)
lmage representation 1st electric charge roller composite / electric charge roller
Designated as promising export S&M company 
(No. : 2000-156 / the Small and Medium Business Administration)
Designated as promising export S&M company 
(No. : 2003-146 / Gyeong Gi-DO Provincial Government)
Acquired the certificate of excellent product: recyclable toner cartridge
(No. : 2003017 / Public Procurement Service)
Acquired the certificate of ISO 9001 : 2000
Recognized for environment-friendly products (Korea Association of Eco-Friendly Product Promotion)
Acquired the certificate of excellent products (No. : 2005179 - Public Procurement Service)
Acquired the certificate of excellent products (No. : 2006056 - Public Procurement Service)
Design as promising export S&M company (No : 07-Kyunggi-54) / 
Kyunggi Small and Medium Business Administration)
Acquired the certificate of excellent products (No. 2007265- Public Procurement Service)
Awarded “Export Million $ Tower” / Korea International Trade Association
Acquired the certificate of Inno-Biz (No. : 7011-4665 / the Small and Medium Business Administration)
Selected as KOTRA Seal of Excellence (Gold Seal) / Korea Trade-Investment Promotion Agency
Started constructing a factory (3,400 m2) in Gaeseong Industrial Complex
Registered a patent (Patent No. : 10-0863482 / roller regeneration coating composite for toner Feeding
Registered trademark “Combase”
Acquired the certificate of ISO14000 (Environment management system)
Produced plastic robot toy
Installed plastic injection mold, color coating spray and silk printing line
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Product Size : 225 x 280 x 350 (mm)


